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Abstract
Recently, there has been growing interest in direct-write methods for the manufacturing of microelectronic products, as the entire electronics industry sector is aiming towards low cost, rapid manufacturing and shorter time-to-market, as well as reduced environmental impacts. This paper will review the main direct-write techniques, most of which have been invented or seen significant development during the last decade. These techniques include droplet-based direct writing, such as inkjet printing, filament-based direct writing, such as the Micropen and nScrypt processes, tip based direct-write methods, and laser beam direct writing. For each category, only a few examples are presented, although there are a number of specific methods and variants within each of these categories.

Introduction
Direct-write technology has many advantages over traditional, often subtractive, processes where, for example, a film deposition process is followed by subsequent removal of much of this layer.

Figure-1 A traditional subtractive manufacturing process

Direct writing is therefore emerging as a potential alternative approach for the manufacturing of microelectronic devices and other micro-engineered components such as MEMS and micro-fluidic devices. Existing lithography techniques also use masks to replicate the CAD created images that define the pattern of each layer, which usually involve additional tooling and manufacturing steps. This will increase the potential for human error and the overall manufacturing cost and time [2, 3]. The subtractive removal of the materials being patterned to form a part of the product, such as a copper conductor layer, and of temporary layers such as photoresist, which do not form a part of the finished product, also generates significant waste and creates environmental problems. Direct-write techniques promise an added value in that they can be incorporated directly with the output from CAD/CAM software to generate circuit patterns, which can be subsequently tailored for digital imaging. It is agile as any changes made within the CAD system, for example to include new design features or necessary modifications, can be immediately implemented without the delays associated with manufacture of revised photo-tools. Therefore, it enables the rapid prototyping of a new product from its initial design, in comparison with the costly and time-consuming mask generation and lithography processes. In addition to being more cost effective, flexible and providing a rapid turn-round, as a data-driven process, direct-write techniques can minimize the usage of materials and potentially reduce energy consumption [4], thereby reducing the large environmental burdens associated with micro-engineered product manufacture. In many direct writing processes, materials can be deposited only where needed and no further etching or removal is necessary. This simplifies the manufacturing process and reduces the requirement for processing and disposal of hazardous and toxic substances. Such data driven processes also provide the possibility of greater customisation of products to specific applications.

Definition and classification
Many different variants of a definition of direct writing have been offered in various papers by different researchers [5-7]. In this paper, direct writing is defined, by combining several of these previous definitions, as additive techniques enabling the deposition of electronic components and functional or structural patterns, out of different kinds of materials, directly following a preset layout in a data driven way without utilizing masks or subsequent etching processes. After material deposition onto the substrate is completed, a further heat treatment process, such as curing or sintering, is often needed in order for the deposited material to achieve its full performance.
A variety of direct-write methods have been created and developed over recent years. However, no matter what devices are involved for implementation, or whatever the fundamental principle behind each technique is, most of the existing direct-write techniques can be classified into one of these four categories: (1) droplet-based direct writing; (2) filament-based direct writing, which is sometimes referred to as a continuous approach or flow-based technique; (3) tip based direct writing; and (4) laser based direct writing.

**Droplet-based direct writing**

Droplet based direct write methods rely on ejection of droplets of a liquid material from a single nozzle or multiple nozzles. The main sub-categories of droplet-based methods are those based on inkjet printing and the Aerosol Jet process. For these processes the jetted material must be a liquid at temperatures compatible with the process equipment.

**Inkjet printing** has demonstrated its remarkable power in areas such as home and office personal computer based printing and is also widely used in industrial and commercial applications, for example in high speed contactless marking of foodstuffs and packaging. The idea of applying inkjet printing to fields such as electronic manufacturing and solid free-form (SFF) fabrication developed during the 1980s [5], but only recently applications in printed electronics, MEMS, wireless communication, etc, have become the driving force behind the adaptation of inkjet printing [5].

There are two key types of inkjet type technologies, continuous jetting and drop on demand (DoD). For DoD systems there are two main types of actuation method; used in commercial inkjet printers, piezoelectric inkjet nozzles and thermal inkjet nozzles.

In a thermal inkjet nozzle, when printing of a dot is required, an electrical pulse is applied to a small ohmic heater in the nozzle, and the generated heat vaporizes a small quantity of the volatile ink so as to form a bubble. When this happens it creates a pressure difference between the interior and exterior of the nozzle, resulting in a droplet being ejected from the orifice and propelled towards the printing substrate. As the heater then cools the bubble collapses and a pressure difference between the interior and exterior of the ink cavity again occurs, but ink is now sucked into the cavity from the reservoir to replace the jetted material and restore the pressure balance.

In a piezo-type inkjet head, the actuation method relies on deformation of a piezo-electric material to create the pressure to eject a droplet from the nozzle. Piezoelectric materials are capable of transforming external mechanical inputs into electrical outputs and vice versa. So when a changing electrical voltage is applied to the piezo-material, it deforms in response to the signal input. If the voltage waveform applied to the piezo-material is transient, a deformation pulse corresponding to the voltage pulse should be expected. Material expansion due to this voltage propels an ink droplet from the orifice and ink is then drawn from the reservoir to refill the cavity in compensation for the pressure discrepancy when the voltage drop disappears and the piezo material returns to its previous steady state dimensions. The maximum temperature at which a material may be jetted is limited by the piezo-electric material, which will cease to function above some temperature threshold.

In a continuous mode inkjet system, a transducer typically made from piezoelectric material is used to generate pressure waves within a pressurised ink reservoir in response to the continuous application of an alternating current. As the transducer may be remote from the reservoir, continuous mode jetting does not have the same temperature limits as DoD jetting. Pressurisation of the reservoir ensures a continuous stream of the material being jetted passes through the nozzle and issues from the orifice, where it breaks up into individual uniform droplets in response to the waveform. The droplet stream subsequently passes through an electrostatic charging field to acquire an electrostatic charge so that use of a deflection field allows the droplet stream to be directed onto the required locations on the substrate. Those not deflected by the deflection field are collected into a gutter and may be recycled for later reuse.

Both types of system are available from a range of vendors as either a print head or a full printing system. There are several print-head assemblies to choose from depending on the specific application requirements. The nozzle orifice diameter controls the droplet volume and therefore feature resolution that can be achieved. The resolution also depends on several other factors such as wettability of the ‘ink’ onto the substrate, ink curing speed, and so on.

Microfab has successfully demonstrated its piezo based printing platforms’ abilities in solder bumping, embedded passives, and for printing of other material types such as dielectric materials and adhesives, components of fuel cells, organic light-emitting diodes, waveguides, micro lenses and so on. Figure-2 is an illustration of a flip-chip with a perimeter array of jetted solder bumps with 60μm balls on 150μm centres. For continuous systems droplet sizes range from 20μm to 1mm, with 150μm being the typical feature size. For DoD systems, the achievable droplet diameter ranges from 15μm to 100μm [8].

![Figure-2 Jetted flip-chip solder bump](image)

**Aerosol Jet** is a registered trademark of Optomec®. The Aerosol Jet system is mainly composed of two key components, the atomizer and the deposition head, marked as ① and ② in Figure-3 respectively. The raw material to be deposited must be in a liquid form and is first placed into an either ultrasonic or pneumatic atomizer, which is utilized to generate a dense vapour of material droplets between 1-5 microns in size - a process known as ‘mist generation’. Then the generated mist, or aerosol, is transferred into a tightly
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confined jet, within what is known as the deposition head, by a gas flow running through the atomizer and out into the deposition head. The aerosol stream brought into the deposition head is further focused by a second gas flow introduced into the jet. The aerosol stream and the newly introduced sheath gas flow interact with each other and form a co-axial annular flow, which then leaves the deposition head through a nozzle attached to it and lands on the substrate. Optomec® offers a laser module that can be integrated into the system to locally complete thermal post-processing of the deposited material, e.g. by sintering of a nano or micro particles, and for some materials such as gold and silver has been shown to achieve properties as good as the bulk materials, but without damaging substrates which have low heat endurance capability. The printing process of the Aerosol Jet system provides a non-contact way of printing, like inkjet printing, which makes it compatible with processes where contamination of the substrate must be avoided.

Figure-3 Illustration of the Optomec® Aerosol Jet operating principle

The Aerosol Jet system can create lines as fine as 10 microns with a minimum pitch of 20 microns, or as wide as 150 microns. The material handling ability in terms of viscosity falls into a wide range, i.e. between 0.001 and 2.5 Pascal second (Pa·s), which enables deposition of a wide range of materials [10].

Figure-4 An example of silver lines written using the Aerosol Jet system over a trench [10]

Figure-4 shows an example of silver lines written over a trench using Aerosol Jet printing, where the line width is 60μm and the trench depth is 500μm. Aerosol Jet printing is particularly suited to such 3D applications as its deposition head can be tilted at an angle to follow the contour of the substrate without contact. Compared with traditional inkjet printing, Aerosol Jet has the following advantages: its standoff distance can be adjustable between 1mm to 5mm instead of being fixed as in an inkjet printing system; and the aerosol is a continuous stream composed of high density micro-droplets which are tightly focused resulting in a fine feature definition ability and the nozzle is also more clog resistant [11].

Filament based direct writing

Filament based direct writing (FBDW) also requires a liquid material for dispensing, but differs from the inkjet direct writing processes in that the material flows continuously instead of being jetted as droplets and the material viscosity may therefore vary over a much greater range. Two commercially available examples of this process are discussed here: MicroPen and nS trypt.

The working principle of MicroPen writing can be described as follows:

Material to be deposited is first loaded into a syringe, which is connected with the writing head, referred to as a “block” by the system vendor. The material is squeezed out of the syringe into the writing head by compressing the plunger of the syringe using a pneumatic ram. The material transferred into the “block” is then pressurized up to almost 14MPa (2,000 psi), from where it flows into a micro-capillary writing tip, which deposits the material onto the substrate. A schematic configuration of the MicroPen writing system is presented in Figure-5.

Figure-5 Schematic of the MicroPen system [12]

MicroPen direct writing can deposit potentially any liquid material ranging in viscosity from 0.005 to 500 Pa·s, which is quite a large range. MicroPen not only deals with a wide range of materials, but also possesses the capability of depositing materials onto a range of substrates, including flexible and non-planar substrates. The MicroPen technique is also a non-contact technology, with the micro-capillary writing tip not touching the surface.

Another filament based direct writing technique is the nS trypt dispensing technique, where a direct-print dispensing tool is integrated with nS trypt’s novel pump called Smart Pump™, which is illustrated in Figure-6.

The integrated smart pump is able to dispense materials with a viscosity of up to 1,000 Pa·s with accurately controlled air pressure, valve opening and dispensing height [13]. When dispensing is initiated, a valve opens so as to allow the material to be dispensed to flow through the dispensing tip onto the substrate. Once dispensing stops, the valve closes to block material from leaking. One advantage of the smart pump is that it includes a sucking-back
movement of materials into the dispensing nozzle when deposition is terminated. A negative pressure is maintained in the dispensing tip chamber to induce material sucking back when deposition is ceased. This feature allows the orifice to be left clean and clear without any agglomeration of material or the possibility of nozzle clogging, and delivers a consistent start every time dispensing commences. Consequently line printing can be precisely controlled and the width of the dispensed material can be maintained consistent without bulges at the ends.

Consequently line printing can be precisely controlled and the width of the dispensed material can be maintained consistent without bulges at the ends.

**Figure-6 The nScrypt Smart Pump™ [13]**

**Tip based direct writing**

The dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) technique utilizes an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip to deliver molecules from the dispensing AFM tip onto substrates, which is especially useful in nanoscale applications.

Piner, et al, discovered this technique while investigating a problem that had baffled researchers in atomic force microscopy for a long time that condensed water can either be transported from the substrate to the AFM tip or vice versa depending on the relative humidity and substrate wetting properties [14]. Due to the capillary effect, the AFM tip is capable of dispensing ink adhering to it, from previous dipping, onto substrates which have an affinity for the ink, in a similar way to a dip pen writing on a piece of paper, as shown in Figure-7.

With traditional AFM cantilever tips, dip-pen nanolithography can create features as fine as 12nm in line width and 5nm in spatial resolution. This resolution can be further improved by using sharper cantilevers, but the finest resolution that this process can achieve is still uncertain [5].

Thermal dip pen nanolithography (tDPN) is a modified version of dip pen nanolithography utilising an atomic force microscopy tip which is compatible with heat. The pen tip is first coated with the material to be dispensed in a solid form. When heated, the coated material on the pen tip will melt due to heat transfer and will flow over the pen tip surface onto the substrate. It is claimed that using meltable inks has many advantages. Writing can be switched on and off readily and the ink flow rate can be varied easily by controlling the tip temperature. Complex 3D structures can be generated through writing layer by layer with the previously deposited layer being solid. And it is compatible with other traditional semiconductor manufacturing methods, since thermal dip pen nanolithography can be performed in vacuum [15].

**Figure-7 Schematic illustration of DPN [14]**

The finest feature researchers have achieved with tDPN is close to 75 nm wide. Researchers has also successfully demonstrated writing indium metal onto a substrate and the potential operating temperature is claimed to be much higher than the melting point of indium, as high as 1000°C. One key feature of tDPN lies in that it enables ink to be deposited with such abundant thermal energy as to organize into monolayers prior to its solidification [15].

Polymer pen lithography is a high-throughput and low-cost tip based direct writing method, which is another variant of dip pen nanolithography. It does not use an actual AFM tip to dispense materials, but utilizes polymer tips instead. Its high-throughput feature compensates for DPN’s weakness at the micro scale, which makes it a very promising method for large scale manufacturing. Thousands of, or even millions of, polymer pens can be made together into a polymer pen array which by dispensing materials onto the substrate simultaneously could rapidly create much larger features than individual pens [16]. When the tips of the polymer pen array contact the substrate, their ink coating can be delivered onto substrate.

**Laser based direct writing**

Laser based direct writing techniques rely on using a laser to process materials so that they can be deposited onto a substrate. The popularity of lasers in direct writing results mainly from a subtractive process called laser micro-machining, however there are many other types of laser based methods such as laser chemical vapour deposition (LCVD) [17], electro-less plating or electroplating with laser assistance [18,19], matrix assisted pulsed laser evaporation direct write (MAPLE-DW) [20], etc.. Some laser based patterning methods are subtractive methods, but are still sometimes considered direct writing, however this paper only introduces additive methods of depositing materials, in line with definition given at the beginning as their being an additive technique without etching.
Figure-8 Schematic of a (a) laser-guided direct-write (LGDW) system and (b) flow-guided direct write (FGDW) system [5]

Figure-8 a and b illustrate flow-guided and laser-guided direct writing techniques respectively. In these techniques a liquid precursor or colloid suspension is first transformed into an aerosol usually by ultrasonic atomization devices or pneumatic nebulisation depending on the particle size of the starting liquid precursor or colloid suspension, just like the mist generation in the Aerosol Jet system. This dense aerosol is then introduced into the deposition devices and focused by the optical and hydrodynamic forces occurring due to momentum transfer between the laser beam and aerosol particles into a narrow beam. For the laser-guided direct-write system, the laser and the generated mist are both transmitted through a hollow optical fibre to guide the particles towards the substrate. The deposition rate ranges from 1 to 10,000 particles per second. But for flow guided direct write, the deposition rate can be higher than 10,000 particles per second, and particle velocity can increase from 1m/s to 10m/s. The accuracies for LGDW and FGDW are 2μm and 25μm respectively [5]. In flow guided direct write, a sealed chamber is fed with the generated aerosol by a gas flow and these particles come out of an orifice with diameter of one millimetre. The particles are then joined by a second gas flow which forms a cylindrical sheath to protect the mist. These combined streams then pass through another small hole to be further focused again and deposited onto the substrate with the assistance of the laser beam.

Laser induced forward transfer (LIFT) is another laser based direct write technique. The general principle is illustrated in Figure-9. The material to be written is first deposited on a laser-transparent support as a thin film. The support with the thin film on it is brought close to the substrate. The laser is focussed at the interface between the transparent support and the thin film layer where it induces some of the target material to vapourise and propel the rest of the thickness of the material onto the receiving substrate.

Figure-9 Laser induced forward transfer scheme [21]

Conclusions
In this paper, each of the main types of direct writing technique were discussed and examples presented. The focus has been on the basic principles of those methods, together with some examples of applications. Table-1[5, 10, 14-16, 22] compares the main features of some of the methods discussed above. For some of these processes the deposition rate quoted is volumetric whilst for other it is a linear deposition rate.

Even though direct-write processes are beginning to demonstrate their potential impact on future microelectronic manufacturing, there are still some significant technical barriers and challenges to be overcome before any further breakthrough can be achieved in terms of widespread industrial application. For instance, in inkjet printing processes, not only the ink formulation poses a great challenge, in terms of rheological properties, particle suspension, wetting and adhesion behaviour, etc. [23,24], but also the interactions of the ink with the substrates are critical in determining the stability, integrity and resolution of such ink-jetted micro sized structures. Since features to be deposited are tailored with the functionality of the materials formulated in ink, it is vitally important to consider the evolution of the materials during processing. Furthermore, full integration through creation of multilayered structures or full 3D approaches require precise positioning and alignment accuracy, and the achievable feature resolution also demands some further developments in the fundamental understanding of these processes.
Table-1 Comparison of direct-write method features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DW techniques</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Material viscosity range (Pa·s) or types</th>
<th>Writing speed</th>
<th>3D capability*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Droplet-based DW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkjet</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Droplet size 20µm-1mm typically 150µm</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>60mm³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Droplet size 15 - 200µm</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
<td>0.3mm³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol Jet</td>
<td>Line width 10-150µm thickness 10nm-5µm</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2.5</td>
<td>0.25mm³/s (single nozzle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBDW</td>
<td>50µm</td>
<td>&lt;1,000</td>
<td>50mm/s typically</td>
<td>●●●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-based DW</td>
<td>DPN</td>
<td>12nm line width and 5nm spatial resolution</td>
<td>0.2-5 µm/s</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser beam DW</td>
<td>LGDW</td>
<td>Non-absorbent droplets and solid particulates</td>
<td>Close to that of Aerosol Jet</td>
<td>10-4mm³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FGDW</td>
<td>25µm</td>
<td>Atomizable fluids and colloids</td>
<td>0.25mm³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIFT</td>
<td>10-200µm</td>
<td>3 -50mm/s</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ● little 3D capability, ●● moderate 3D capability, ●●● excellent 3D capability
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